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Abstract: - We have seen the progression of the Internet from portal (Yahoo) to search (Google), to e-Commerce (e-Bay, Amazon) to social networks (Facebook, Twitter). What is NEXT? Well, we see a clear trend that the future Internet will be something that can provide very specific, more precise and direct information in a very easy way so that anyone including an illiterate person can access and use it at ease. We call this Intelligent Internet (IINT).

Today, existing search engines usually provide thousands to millions of search results for any typical search. It is not easy even for advanced users to find the desired results from such a large set. One cannot get a specific answer or a set of answers to a question typed in a search engine. There is no automated way to get a summary of a document or drawing an inference of a document. Similarly, there is no way to get some specific desired information, e.g. "show me all the pictures from last Saturday party" or "I would like to buy the following books - Speech and Natural Language Processing by Jurafsky; please use my credit card on file and ship it to my home address (assuming the user is already logged on to the specific website). However, these are the key features that users would expect from next generation internet. Moreover, users would like to use such features in a natural way - like using a natural language sentence (by typing or preferably, by saying it). This is obviously a very complex task (and hence not solved yet). We would need multiple approaches, algorithms and technologies to achieve these. For example, Natural Language understanding (NLU), Big Data and Intelligent Agent are the 3 key areas we need to focus. A Semantic Engine is the core engine that is needed for all these 3 major areas. In this paper we describe how a Semantic Engine using Brain-Like Approach (SEBLA) can address all key complexities of the next generation Internet and effectively provide all the key desired features mentioned above.
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1 Introduction
As we know Internet has changed the world in a significant way. It is needless to mention the importance of the Internet for education; employment; economic, social, cultural & other developments; and more. Internet has become an essential part of life. It is a key driver for almost everything, including the basic necessities – food, water, shelter, health and the like. We have seen the progression of the Internet from portal (Yahoo) to search (Google), to e-Commerce (e-Bay, Amazon) to social networks (Facebook, Twitter). What is NEXT?

Well, we see a clear trend that the future Internet is going to be something that can provide very specific, more precise and direct information in a very easy way so that anyone including an illiterate person can access and use it at ease. This has TWO broad parts:

1. Natural User Interface (especially, easily imputing information, e.g. by naturally talking).

2. Retrieving more precise information – especially like much smaller set of search results, an answer or a small set of answers to a question, receiving specific information for a request, completing a
specific transaction, getting a summary or drawing some inference from a document.

We call such a next generation Web or Internet as Intelligent Internet, IINT ([1], [2]).

Today, if we type something like

"Auto body shops in San Francisco bay area", we will get over million results - e.g. Google gave the following

"About 1,200,000 results (0,45 seconds) ".

Even though search engines are great (and Google Search is probably the best and most popular), and provide good ranking and hence display good results on the first few pages, such a large set of results is too many. An expert user can quickly decide which one to select from first few pages; and in many cases we get some good desired results. In many cases we need to rephrase the search words to get desired results. And in many cases we fail to get useful information. No one, of course, goes over the millions of hits as that is almost impossible - so what is the point of displaying such a large set? For non-expert users, such results are much less useful. And for illiterate or semi-literate people such a large set has far less value.

On the other hand, if we type a question like

"How many students graduated from Stanford University in Computer Science in 2012?" in any search engine, the results will be things like “Stanford university Palo Alto; Stanford university campus; computer science at Stanford etc etc”. The real answer will not be there as the question was not understood to begin with let alone figuring out the answer.

And for other features like information on specific request

e.g. "Show me all the pictures from last Saturday party", there will be no useful results. The same is true if we ask for a summary or inference from a document.

The key reason we do not get much smaller search results or answer to a question and the like is that the problem is very complex. In fact, there are multiple complex problems, namely, understanding human language, discovering knowledge & intelligence from very large data [so called Big data ([3] - [7])], formulating answer, and acting properly to user’s request.

We would need multiple approaches, algorithms and technologies to solve these complex problems.

For example, Natural Language understanding (NLU), Big Data and Intelligent Agent are the 3 key areas we need to focus on. A Semantic Engine is the core engine that is needed for all these 3 major areas. In this paper, we describe how a Semantic Engine using Brain-Like Approach (SEBLA) ([2], [9]) can address all key complexities of the next generation Internet (IINT) and effectively provide all the key desired features mentioned above.

NLU is needed for multiple purposes including a simple user interface (UI), understanding user’s request, and retrieving & formulating desired answers. Big Data is essential to deal with key Big Data related issues, most importantly discovering knowledge and intelligence from data (NLU is essential for this as well, as data on the web is dominated by unstructured data; however, NLU is also needed to deal with structured data and integrating it with unstructured data [1]. Intelligent Agent (IA) is needed to properly understand all tasks and execute them.

Many scientists, engineers, researchers and others have been working on Advanced Search, Question & Answer (Q&A), NLU, Semantic Engine, Big Data and Intelligent Agent. They have been using various algorithms, methods and technologies and have made outstanding contributions.

In this paper we have addressed these problems in two critical ways:

1. Determining the "core" problem to all these and developing a "core" engine.

2. Developing an approach (along with architecture, algorithms and the "core" engine) to solve these complex problems using Brain-Like and Brain-Inspired algorithms (as human can easily deal with such problems).

Our "core" semantic engine SEBLA uses the semantics of words to derive the semantics of a sentence, and the semantics of sentences to derive semantics of a paragraph.. It uses "Deep Learning", "Deep Semantics" along with an integrated approach to address all associated complex problems.

Section 2 describes key issues related to Intelligent Internet (IINT - [1], [2]). Section 3 describes our approach using SEBLA to address the key issues with IINT. Section 4 describes how our approach is used to provide Intelligent Search. Section 5 describes how our solution can be used in various other applications, and Section 6 provides Conclusions & Future works.
2 Issues Related to Intelligent Internet, IINT

Intelligent Internet, IINT is described in details in [2]. A website in IINT would need to have one or more Intelligent Agent (IA). There can also be Super Intelligent Agent (SIA) to do more complex higher level tasks and collaborating with the lower level IAs on each websites. Today’s websites do not have any IAs although some websites do have some of the functions of IA – e.g. using web services. The environment of an IA is basically the HTML/XML content of the site, content of other sites if those sites do not have any IA, IAs of other sites, SIAs and the users. Thus, IINT is a system of IAs and SIAs, usually, working in co-operation (unless we are talking about two competitive sites). It is important to note that each website would need to have an IA to make the website much more effective – a major paradigm shift in website design and implementation.

The major functions of IA is to interact with the user, understands user's request, make appropriate decisions and act to serve the user. Such actions involves collaborating with IAs and SIAs of other websites, accessing appropriate databases (SQL, NoSQL and the like), access content from other websites, extract relevant content, formulate the result and present it nicely to the user. Clearly, for all these, a Semantic Engine (e.g. SEBLA) is essential.

An example will make it more clear. Let's consider a Question and Answer (Q&A) system. If we say or type our example question mentioned above i.e. "How many students graduated from Stanford University in Computer Science in 2012?", then IA will be doing the following specific tasks:

1. Convert speech to text if the sentence was spoken.
2. Derive meaning (semantics) of the sentence using the semantics of the words in the sentence.
3. Determine all the actions needed based on the meaning of the sentence i.e.
   a. It is a question.
   b. It needs access to Stanford University website.
   c. It needs "world knowledge" (in this case it can be a Name Entity Relation or just a table showing Stanford University website address).
   d. Go to Stanford University web address www.stanford.edu.
   e. Do on-site search "graduated students computer science".
   f. Use the meaning of all search results and click the appropriate link.
   g. Determine that an account is needed with login-password; ask the user accordingly to provide login information.
   h. User will then provide account information (to make it simple, let us say there is no Capcha or equivalent verification question).
   i. Once logged on, IA will try to find the database and then appropriate table(s) and fields.
   j. IA then will retrieve the requested information and check it with the input question. It will retrieve more information if the answer is not well related to the question.
4. IA will then formulate a short user friendly answer and present it to the user.

The tasks of IA for Intelligent Search, request for a Specific Information (like getting all pictures of the last weekend party), Summary of an article and the like will be similar at the top level (mainly getting the semantics and using it properly for the detailed tasks) but will vary at the implementation level. For some tasks, SIAs will be involved to communicate and collaborate with other SIAs / IAs at other websites.

Thus, it is clear that the SIAs and IAs would need five types of high level functions:

1. Understand user's request using semantics.
2. Determine actions.
3. Communicate with other sites.
4. Retrieve data and address Big Data issues (especially, extracting knowledge and intelligence from data; again, using semantics / Semantic Engine as the major technology) as appropriate.
5. Formulate results and present it to the user.

Unstructured data dominates the data world. It is estimated that over 80% data in computers and Internet are unstructured [3]. Unstructured data can be broadly classified into two groups:
Computers are very good in processing structured data (e.g. data in a database). This is mainly because computers are still mathematical devices, especially, fast number crunchers. When it comes to unstructured data, we are dealing with the meaning or semantics and associated context; and humans are very good at that.

In the textual case there is a key problem of context. The classic example often given is the difference between the statements that

“John rides in a mustang” and “John rides on a mustang” [7].

A human analyst will see a great deal of difference between these two sentences. Our experience adds enormously to our understanding of both. We know, for a start, that the first statement refers to a car, the second to a horse. But we will also understand that in the first statement John is a man, and he is probably in the United States, because Ford Mustangs are not sold in large numbers outside the US.

In the second statement, we may consider that the event might have occurred in the US as the descriptive term is generally associated with that country, and a long time ago, as there are not many wild horses left in the US. It might even occur to us reading one of the two sentences that, because the O and I keys are beside one another on a standard keyboard, there could have been a typographical error and the other sentence may be the correct one.

The human brain picks up all of this data almost instantaneously – our understanding is implicit. Computers cannot deal with implicit information and have to be told how to understand it. Consequently they deal with this ‘tacit’ information very badly, if at all.

This gets further complicated as the writing style, sentence structure and vocabulary used in formal documents are very different to those used in e-mails, which are in turn different to those used in text messaging. Humans can handle all these very well.

One classical approach used in a computer to handle text data is “keyword” or key phrase search. Although useful, this method is far from perfect. If the set of search terms is too narrow it can miss vital information, if it is too broad the resulting set of ‘hits’ can contain large numbers of totally irrelevant ‘false positives’.

Modern search tools have improved things somewhat. Computerized thesauruses allow us to search for synonyms and homonyms without having to explicitly set out every possible variation. Other tools allow for ‘stemming’ - for example, in Lexis Nexis putting in the term ‘run+’ will cause the engine to search for ‘run’, ‘runs’, ‘running’, ‘runner’, and so on.

One key modern method is the use of some semantics using Predicate logic, Ontology and the like. However, one would need to define clearly all such semantics. Any small variation in the words or structure can cause the semantics to be different yielding wrong results or no results. Such approaches basically provide some “mechanical” semantics; thus limiting them to applications with small domain.

The problem becomes even more critical when we try to use non-text data – like audio, image, video. Here also, human brain handles such data very efficiently.

Thus, existing approaches have simplified the process somewhat, but they still have not solved the problem of computers’ inability to deal with tacit and context-based information. At present, we can conclude that text analysis technology may be better at data reduction than actual data analysis. As already explained, human brain is very good in addressing these problems. The key point is that we would need to use the semantic and NLU capabilities in dealing with unstructured data (see Section 3).

It is important to note that although humans can do text processing very well, they can do it only for relatively smaller size data. Human brain cannot handle very large data like big data. However, using human brain’s intelligent approach with the fast number crunching computers, we believe, we can effectively solve the big data problem - the theme of our approach.

3 Semantic Engine as the Core Engine to Address Key Problems Of IINT

Clearly a Semantic Engine (e.g. SEBLA) is the key to address all the complexities related to IINT. Since unstructured data dominates with a wide margin, a brief description of SEBLA in the context of unstructured data is provided below (SEBLA also handles structured data ([1], [2]).

The key problems associated with unstructured data are related to the semantics of words, sentences and paragraphs. Human brain uses semantics and natural language understanding (NLU) to very efficiently use unstructured data. Below, first we briefly describe a Semantic Engine ([2], [9]) using
Brain-Like algorithms (SEBLA). Then we show how SEBLA can handle some Big Data applications, namely, Intelligent Search, Summarization and IINT itself.

3.1 Semantic Engine - SEBLA
While traditional approaches to NLU have been applied over the past 50 years and had some good successes mainly in a small domain, results show insignificant advancement, in general, and NLU remains a complex open problem. NLU complexity is mainly related to semantics: abstraction, representation, real meaning, and computational complexity. We argue that while existing approaches are great in solving some specific problems, they do not seem to address key Natural Language problems in a practical and natural way. In [9], we proposed a Semantic Engine using Brain-Like approach (SEBLA) that uses Brain-Like algorithms to solve the key NLU problem (i.e. the semantic problem) as well as its sub-problems.

The main theme of our approach in SEBLA is to use each word as object with all important features, most importantly the semantics. In our human natural language based communication, we understand the meaning of every word even when it is standalone i.e. without any context. Sometimes a word may have multiple meanings which get resolved with the context in a sentence. The next main theme is to use the semantics of each word to develop the meaning of a sentence as we do in our natural language understanding as human. Similarly, the semantics of sentences are used to derive the semantics or meaning of a paragraph. The 3rd main theme is to use natural semantics as opposed to existing “mechanical semantics” of Predicate logic or Ontology or the like.

A SEBLA based NLU system is able to:
1. Paraphrase an input text.
2. Translate the text into another language.
3. Answer questions about the content of the text.
4. Draw inferences from the text.

As an example, consider the following sentence:

“Maharani serves vegetarian food.”

Semantics represented by existing methods, e.g. Predicate Logic, is
Serves(Maharani, Vegetarian Food) and
Restaurant(Maharani).

Now, if we ask “Is vegetarian dishes served at Maharani?”

the system will not be able to answer correctly unless we also define a semantics for “Vegetarian Dish” or define that “food” is same as “dish” etc. This means, almost everything would need to be clearly defined (which is what is best described by “mechanical semantics”). But with SEBLA based NLU, the answer for the above question will be “Yes” without adding any special semantics for “Vegetarian Dish”.

The “mechanical semantics” nature becomes more prominent when we use more complex predicates e.g. when we use universal and existential quantifies, and/or add constructs to represent time.

4 Intelligent Search Using SEBLA
The information retrieval process through existing search engines and Information Retrieval systems are mainly based on string match. Thus, the search process needs to deal with many string comparisons to find matches. And all matched data are extracted even though many data are not relevant and desired. Accordingly, such engines produce many (often millions of) results as described in Section I, e.g., if we type something like

"Auto body shops in San Francisco bay area",
we get over million results - e.g. Google gave the following:

"About 1,200,000 results (0,45 seconds) ".

Human knowledge and intelligence are needed to retrieve the desired information from such large search results. This requirement usually limits the usage of search engines to experienced and educated users. There are four key issues with the current approaches:

a. Search process needs to deal with very large data.

b. String search results contain many undesired and unrelated results.

c. String search results may not contain the
desired results and user may need to do multiple searches by various search word combinations.

d. String search results may NOT contain the desired information even after trying major keyword combinations as a user may skip key words of similar meaning.

The semantic capability of SEBLA addresses these issues in multiple ways.

One simple way is to Retrieve all results using existing string match based search from an existing search engine. Then apply semantics to all the titles / headlines and compare the semantics of the titles / headlines with the semantics of the input sentence or search string, and then select the results based on high semantic matching.

The key steps using this approach are (Fig. 1):

1. Calculate the meaning / semantics of the query words and sentence.
2. Calculate the semantics of each title / indexed item of the search results, and then calculate semantic matching or overlap of the query with each target.
3. Then select the titles with high semantic matching and present to the user.

Let's consider the following search string:

"Low price Thai restaurants in Silicon Valley"

to Bing which produced 1.2M results (Google produced 1.1M results). After applying SEBLA based search engine (as shown in Fig. 1), we got only 47 results (Fig. 2).

---

**Fig. 1** Semantic Engine Using Brain-Like Algorithm – showing complete retrieval of desired information. The Intelligent Agent (IA) shown is for Intelligent Search using SEBLA, SEBLA_IS.
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... silicon valley restaurant reviews | milpitas ... Barber Ct, Milpitas, CA. 408.526.9888. Pho Tam Thai/Vietnamese. $$, The attractive room belies the low prices.
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Schmap San Jose and Silicon Valley Restaurants ... but the prices are low and the lunch buffet is a ... Restaurants - Thai San Jose and Silicon Valley Restaurants

home | restaurants | silicon valley restaurant reviews ... Thai/Vietnamese. $$, The attractive room belies the low prices.

Amber India pretty much owns the Indian fine dining category in Silicon Valley. ... Best Thai Restaurant. ... Delicious, creamy, low fat and just as refreshing ...

San Jose, California dining ... Steak Restaurants; Thai Restaurants; Vegetarian Restaurants; ... Voted Best Steak restaurant by Silicon Valley residents ...
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**Fig. 2** Search Results for "Low price Thai Restaurants in Silicon Valley" With Intelligent Search (SEBLA IS) Using SEBLA (Semantic Engine Using Brain-Like Approach) - Courtesy InternetSpeech Corporation (www.internetspeech.com).
This sentence does not need to access a database (i.e. no account information is needed) but it uses some words the meaning of which are subjective (e.g. low price, Thai). Besides, it needs a good world knowledge (WK) as the intention of the search is clear to us but not to the computer i.e. the intention is to get some names of good Thai restaurants in Silicon Valley. So, this represent a good sentence to test the semantics and quality of the final results from existing search engines.

How did SEBLA based Intelligent Search (SEBLA_IS) got 47 results while string search retrieved over million results? As we know, there are not 1.2 million Thai restaurants even in the whole world!

As mentioned, string search retrieves almost everything matched but qualified with number of occurrences of words, inverse frequencies, some probabilities based on Natural Language Corpora and some standard semantics that existing search engines are using. Hence, it gets such a large hits. E.g. it lists all the news papers that mentioned the name(s) of a Thai restaurant - may be as a review or as an article etc. But that was not the intention of the input search string.

SEBLA_IS used semantics and the world knowledge (WK) to filter out all results that are not relevant. It is evident from Fig. 2 results. If SEBLA_IS used its own semantic search i.e. compare the semantics of possible hits with the semantics of input query before retrieving it, it would get even better results. SEBLA_IS also used "Deep Semantics" and "Deep Learning" more like in a natural way i.e. not using the "Mechanical Semantics" using in existing methods mentioned before. Note that some results are repeated in Bing and we kept it as is; but such repeated results can easily be discarded.

Another way to do Intelligent Search is to understand the meaning of each word and sentence in the query sentence and the perform the following:

1. Generate all equivalent sets of query strings of the input sentence (thus generating lot more appropriate search results that are related to the input words and sentences).

2. Extract the most appropriate and related results from the extended search results as described in Fig. 1.

There are a few other similar methods as well. Fig. 1 also shows a few other blocks, namely, "rendering", monitoring, language translation, machine learning and continuous improvement. Among these, the "Rendering" ([10], [11], [12]) box (the middle left box) in Fig. 1 deserves some explanation which is provided below.

If any search results shown in Fig. 2 is clicked, the SEBLA_IS will show ONLY the desired content on the new page instead of showing unrelated content of the new page. As we know, the Internet was designed with visual access in a relatively large display screen (like a 8.5 inch x 11 inch page) in mind. Thus, all the content are laid out on any website and webpage in a manner that attract our eyes in a large screen. Retrieving the desired content (which is much smaller in size than the total content on a webpage or website) from a typical webpage / website and displaying that (or playing in audio) into a much smaller screen (like in a cell phone or PDA) is a very challenging task. This process of retrieving and converting most desired content from a large source of content into a much smaller but desired content is called “rendering”. Clearly, rendering is mainly related to Internet Browsing on a small device. An Intelligent Search uses rendering to provide very specific desired content. Rendering includes form rendering, retrieving appropriate data when a form is submitted, and retrieving multi-media data.

5 Other Sample Applications

Our SEBLA and NLU based approach can be used in various other applications including Intelligent Information Retrieval, Q & A System, Summarization, Machine Translation and Business Intelligence. We briefly describe Intelligent Summarization ([1], [9]) below.

Semantics for multiple sentences and paragraphs can be calculated using SEBLA as it was done for calculating semantics of a sentence. However, some modifications are need for the following reasons:

1. Within a sentence, words are used in a constrained way using grammar. But between sentences there is no such grammar.

2. Usually, a group of sentences carry a theme within a context and there are relations between sentences.

Thus, to calculate the semantics between sentences, we will use word semantics as before BUT with some modifications. This is also true for
a single long sentence segmented by “comma”, “semicolon”, “but”, “as” and the like. We also need to take account for “discourse” i.e. coherence or co-reference to words in previous sentences. There are some good existing solutions mainly for a small domain problem. But, in general Computational Discourse (CD) in natural language is an unsolved problem. However, with our SEBLA based scheme, the CD problem can be solved to a good extent for large domains.

In calculating semantics in a long sentence, the previous, next and other words can further influence / refine the semantics. For convenience, we have included this aspect in calculating semantics of multiple sentences.

5.1 Implementing Intelligent Internet (IINT)
As mentioned before, the future Internet will be something that can provide very specific, more precise and direct information in a very easy way so that anyone including an illiterate person can access and use it at ease. The 3 key applications described so far in reasonable details, namely, Intelligent Search, Q & A System and Summarization, are the key drivers for IINT along with Intelligent Agent and Big Data.

With IINT, users will be able to get much smaller set of search results (usually under 50), answers to questions, specific information on special request (like all pictures from last Saturday party), summary of a document, inference (extracting knowledge and intelligence) of a document(s) and more, using natural language based interaction - either spoken or typed; thus enabling a natural dialogue with the Internet and computers and getting most desired results.

6. Conclusions and Future Works
We have shown how the future Internet would look like based on the general trend, especially, considering the progression of the Internet from the beginning till today - we have seen the progression of the Internet from portal (Yahoo) to search (Google), to e-Commerce (e-Bay, Amazon) to social networks (Facebook, Twitter). We see a clear trend that the future Internet will be something that can provide very specific, more precise and direct information in a very easy way so that anyone including an illiterate person can access and use it at ease. We call this Intelligent Internet (IINT). IINT will support Intelligent Search, Q & A, Summarization, Knowledge & Intelligence Extraction and more.

The key drivers of IINT are Semantic Engine & Natural Language Processing, Big Data and Intelligent Agent with a Semantic Engine being the core engine for all these drivers. The Impact of IINT is huge and multifold. It will enable all population group (rich, poor, literate, illiterate, blind, elderly and others) to more effectively access and use the information. All devices including mobile, tablet, laptop, desktop will be able to use IINT with visual and audio. IINT will take Internet to a new level and will allow existing users as well as significant number of new users to enjoy the new benefits of the Internet, and affect their lives in a positive way.

IINT will be a key driver for global development - economic, social, cultural and more via Education (including technical), Innovation and Entrepreneurship. It will also result in increased Global Peace.

Future works include Q & A for a very large domain, more natural summarization, and more capable knowledge & intelligence extraction.
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